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Abstract

This paper presents the results of a photoelastic and numerical study of stress distributions (contours and trajectories) around

fault models of various geometries, submitted to a biaxial compressive load. It aims to describe typical biaxial stress behaviours

and emphasize the existing differences with the well-known uniaxial compressive load case. Stress trajectories are sometimes

shown by joint sets acting as markers of a paleostress field, and they can be interpreted by particular shallow tension–

compression situations. At depth fractures can be reactivated, or can dilate under conditions of triaxial compression, and

behaviour is essentially controlled by a high stress ratio (high r3/r1 ratio). In spite of the potential importance of such stress

states on fracture permeability and fluid flow, and although they are frequently found at depth in a reservoir context, such stress

conditions are poorly investigated, particularly in terms of stress perturbations.

The presented analogue experiments consisted of compression tests done on polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) plates; this

material has mechanical properties comparable to those of brittle rocks in the upper crust, and presents birefringence. The

samples contained open defects acting as faults, and the stress trajectories around these faults were investigated using a

photoelastic device. Comparable numerical experiments were realised with a finite-element code (Franc 2D), using frictionless

fault models.

First, the effect of an increasing biaxial compressive load ratio r3/r1 on stress trajectories around an isolated open defect was
explored. It was shown that the stress trajectories were drastically modified when r3/r1 increased from 0.2 to 0.4, this result

being consistent with previous studies. In particular, when r3/r1 was superior or equal to 0.4, external isotropic points around

where trajectories diverged (called repulsive isotropic points) appeared near the tips, but away from the defects. They tended to

move away from the defects towards the main load direction when r3/r1 increased. The described isotropic points were points

of stress trajectory divergence, i.e. points where stress decreased, implying that zones around them were strongly unfavourable

to shear reactivation.

Second, stress trajectories around fault models of various geometries (oblique isolated defect, dilational jog, compressive

jog, and complex patterns) were studied, the applied biaxial compressive load ratio being 0.7. These biaxial stress trajectories

were compared with similar uniaxial stress trajectories in order to explore the existing differences between the two regimes. It

enabled new stress trajectory geometries to be described and interpreted. In particular, numerous external repulsive isotropic

points were observed, and defect tips were shown to be zones of high convergence of stress trajectories. Furthermore, in contrast
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to the uniaxial compressive load case, stress trajectories and stress contours were geometrically similar within dilational and

compressive jogs under biaxial compressive load. For both jog types, the centre of the overlapping zone, and the areas along the

wall of a jog-defining fault and facing the overlapping tip of the other fault, proved to be zones of low mean stress, implying

that fluids may migrate towards them from the tips of the faults, in response to mean stress gradients. Furthermore, the centre of

the jogs exhibiting a high differential stress was a favourable area in terms of fracture reactivation, which may facilitate fluids

transfer and storage.

It was also observed that for both the uniaxial and biaxial compressive loads, isotropic zones were localised at the acute

angle between branching defects.

D 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In the earth’s crust, and particularly in basin con-

texts, in situ stress regimes generally show horizontal

stress ratios rh/rH, often above 0.5 which can even

reach 1 at depth (see rh and rH measurements from

Zoback et al., 1980; Haimson and Rummel, 1982;

Haimson and Doe, 1983; Stock and Healy, 1988;

Baumgärtner and Zoback, 1989; Evans et al., 1989

compiled in Engelder, 1993). Such biaxial stress

regimes are expected to be influential on aperture

and/or reactivation of fractures (particularly shear

reactivation), and then may indirectly have important

consequences on fracture permeability and fluid flow:

indeed, shear reactivation of fractures may locally

increase their permeability and more generally favour

connectivity between pre-existing and newly formed

fracture sets (Brown, 1987; Dholakia et al., 1998;

Taylor et al., 1999).

Numerical studies of perturbed stress field around

faults generally take into account unrealistic boundary

conditions such as two horizontal tensile stresses in

extensional regime (Kattenhorn et al., 2000; Katten-

horn and Pollard, 2001), or biaxial extension (Maerten

et al., 2002), or specify unrealistic modelling param-

eters as plane stress conditions (Bertoluzza and Perotti,

1997). Experimental studies devoted to the influence

of stress on fluid flow around dilational jogs are done

under simple shear loading (Connolly and Cosgrove,

1999a,b), and the same condition is imposed by

Bourne et al. (2001) who aim at predicting complex

stress fields, and hence, fracture and flow around

frictionless fault patterns. These studies have provided

useful data and explored many aspects of fracturing

related to faulting. Indeed, uniaxial compressive or

tensile compressive loading conditions help to explain

stress trajectories sometimes exhibited by joints (mode

I fractures) acting as markers of rH paleostress field

trajectories in non-perturbed domains (Engelder and

Geiser, 1980), or perturbed domains next to faults

(Rawnsley et al., 1992, 1997; Auzias et al., 1997).

However, these loading conditions do not take into

account the reality of biaxial compressive stress con-

ditions, which are not currently known to modify the

stress field drastically. Very few works aiming to

describe stress distributions around fault patterns con-

sider biaxial compressive loading conditions. Among

them, the study by Segall and Pollard (1980) inves-

tigated the state of stress near echelon discontinuities

under moderate biaxial compressive loading condi-

tions (r3/r1 = 0.2), and predicted the secondary frac-

turing associated with such stress distributions, but

without studying stress trajectories. In fact, only a very

small number of studies demonstrate the change in

stress trajectories related to change in biaxial com-

pressive stress ratio. This is suggested in Fig. 9b in

Barquins and Petit (1992) and in Fig. I.II.10b in

Auzias (1995). To our knowledge, no description of

the evolution of stress trajectories around fault pat-

terns with changing biaxial compressive stress ratio is

available.

Several fundamental questions need an answer:

� What are the stress trajectories around a fault

submitted to a strong biaxial stress ratio?
� Is there a threshold value of the biaxial compres-

sive load ratio (r3/r1) for which the distribution of

stress trajectories is drastically changed?
� What is the effect of biaxial compressive load on

stress trajectories in dilational and compressive
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jogs, and what are the differences with the uniaxial

compressive load case?
� What are the stress (r1 and r3) distributions

(contours and trajectories) within and around

dilational and compressive jogs under biaxial

compressive load, and what are the possible

hydrodynamical implications of such stress fields

(fracture reactivation, fluid flow. . .)?

In this paper, we present the results of a study

coupling photoelastic and numerical modelling, which

aims to investigate the questions above. We chose the

photoelasticity method because it is very well adapted

to the detailed analysis of stress within models. It has

widely been used in physics of materials to determine

stress parameters like stress intensity factors at the tips

of cracks (Barker et al., 1985; Dally and Sanford,

1978, 1987; Feng et al., 1991; Sanford, 1989) and has

successfully been adapted to more geological goals

such as the determination of stress state close to rock

joints (Hyett and Hudson, 1990) and the determina-

tion of stress trajectories around complex defects

patterns (Auzias, 1995; Auzias et al., 1997). In the

present study, we tested first the influence of an

increasing biaxial compressive load ratio on stress

trajectories around a simple open fault model, and

secondly, the effect of large biaxial compressive load

ratio on stress trajectories and stress distributions

within and around jog zones, the obtained stress

trajectories being compared with similar trajectories

under uniaxial compressive load. These simple situa-

tions were explored with the idea of modelling more

complex fault patterns inspired from petroleum appli-

cation.

In both analogue and numerical experiments, the

fault models were frictionless defects of various geo-

metries in order to compare the results with most of

the numerical works done with frictionless faults

(Connolly and Cosgrove, 1999a,b; Bourne et al.,

2001; Bourne and Willemse, 2001; Bertoluzza and

Perotti, 1997). The effects of friction will be inves-

tigated separately.

In the analogue experiments, the defects were cut

in polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) plates, because

this material is birefringent so that the photoelastic

method of stress analysis can be used (Auzias et al.,

1997). Furthermore, it has a well-known mechanical

behaviour which can be compared, in laboratory

conditions, to that of upper crust brittle rocks. This

material has widely been used as a rock analogue in

rupture mechanics experiments (Nemat-Nasser and

Horii, 1982; Petit and Barquins, 1987; Barquins and

Petit, 1992) and in friction experiments (Wu et al.,

1972; Dieterich and Kilgore, 1994, 1996; Bouissou et

al., 1998a,b,c; Bodin et al., 1998; de Joussineau et al.,

2001).

2. Photoelastic method of stress trajectory

determination

Photoelasticity is an optical method of stress anal-

ysis within materials like PMMA which present acci-

dental birefringence when loaded, their optical proper-

ties being modified in function of the intensity of

applied deformation. These materials have the prop-

erty of resolving the light which falls on them at

normal incidence into two components, each one

coinciding with a principal plane of stress within the

sample, and of transmitting them at right angles

(Hetényi, 1966). If a photoelastic sample is placed

between polarizers whose axes are perpendicular

(crossed polarizers), black fringes named isoclinics

appear in the sample when the plane of the incident

polarized light coincides with one direction of princi-

pal stress within the sample. These isoclinics move

when the polarizers rotate together. By rotating the

polarizers from 0j to 90j, and drawing the corre-

sponding isoclinics, it is possible to determine point to

point the orientation of the two principal stresses in a

model, and then to trace the stress trajectories. In the

following, the represented stress trajectories are those

of the local major principal stress (r1L local).

A second photoelastic pattern corresponds to iso-

chromatics, which are coloured lobes of isovalue of

differential stress, and are not used here. They are

superposed on isoclinics and may perturb their obser-

vation, so they were avoided simply by applying a

low level of stress to the samples.

The photoelastic method of stress trajectory recon-

stitution is as follows. During a photoelastic experi-

ment, the studied samples are tested between two

crossed polarizers which can rotate simultaneously:

this device permits the isoclinics to be observed

within the samples at various orientations of the

polarizers. A photoelastic device is shown in Fig. 1.
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To determine the stress trajectories within a test

sample, the experiments are recorded using a video

camera, and isoclinics are then traced from television

images. A 10j (or less if necessary) rotation of the

polarizers separates each observation of isoclinics.

Along each observed isoclinic (Fig. 2a), crosses

Fig. 1. Photograph of a photoelastic experiment, showing the tested sample placed between crossed polarizers.

Fig. 2. Photoelastic method of stress trajectory reconstitution within a sample. (a) Photograph of a photoelastic experiment showing isoclinics 0j
around complex fault patterns under biaxial compressive load (one isoclinic is underlined). (b) Crosses representing the orientations of the two

principal stresses within the sample are drawn on each observed isoclinics. (c) r1L trajectories, indicated by the crosses, are traced point to point

within the sample (black points on the figure are isotropic points). More details in the text.
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representing the respective orientations of the two

principal stresses within the sample are then drawn

(Fig. 2b). Orientations of polarizers from 0j to 90j are
investigated, and stress trajectories, indicated by the

crosses, are finally drawn point to point (Fig. 2c):

spacing between them is arbitrarily chosen to permit

the best legibility. Points or zones where stresses are

equal (i.e. rD = 0, where rD is the differential stress)

appear black during the polarizers’ rotation. They are

named isotropic points or zones meaning that no

stress trajectories are present.

3. Experimental procedure

3.1. Analogue experiments

The analogue experiments consisted in biaxial

compression tests of PMMA plates with dimensions

of 200� 160� 6 mm3, containing open defects of

various size and geometry acting as pre-existing

faults. In order to insert the fault related open defects

within a plate, we drilled holes of 0.5 mm diameter

along the path of the future defect, from which we cut

the plates using a 0.3-mm-diameter micro-saw. Thus,

open defects of well-controlled geometry were ob-

tained (Fig. 3).

The main compressive load was imposed by an

electromechanic testing machine (Davenport 30 kN),

and the lateral pressure was added by a hydraulic jack,

the samples being maintained between vertical tight-

eners to prevent bending effects. The samples were

tested using a photoelastic device shown in Fig. 1 and

the stress trajectories around the fault models were

analysed following the procedure shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 3. Schematic cartoon of a PMMA sample containing several

open fault models and its loading conditions.

Fig. 4. Boundary conditions used in the numerical models.

Fig. 5. FEM mesh of the model of dilational jog.
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Fig. 6. Photograph of isoclinics 0j around an oblique isolated fault during a photoelastic experiment: (a) r3/r1 is 0; (b) r3/r1 is 0.2; (c) r3/r1 is
0.4; (d) r3/r1 is 0.6; (e) r3/r1 is 0.8.
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A first set of experiments consisted in biaxial

compression tests of an isolated oblique defect model.

Its orientation was fixed at 30j to the vertical main

load direction because this is the preferential sliding

orientation in terms of displacement along the defect

(de Joussineau et al., 2001). The effect of the biaxial

compressive load ratio r3/r1 on stress trajectories was

tested by applying to the same sample a r3/r1 ratio

ranging from 0 to 0.8.

Secondly, the effect of biaxial compressive load

on stress trajectories around various fault models

(isolated fault, dilational jog, compressive jog, and

complex patterns) was studied, the applied biaxial

compressive load ratio being 0.7 (this value was

Fig. 7. r1L trajectories around an oblique isolated fault: (a) r3/r1 is 0; (b) r3/r1 is 0.2; (c) r3/r1 is 0.4; (d) r3/r1 is 0.6; (e) r3/r1 is 0.8. Note that
for symmetry reasons, only half of the fault is shown here.
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inspired from a field example). The same experi-

ments were also done under uniaxial compressive

load to compare with the biaxial compressive load

case.

In the experiments, the orientation of overlapping

defects was 30j with the vertical direction, and the jog
zones were 2.5 times as large as the spacing between

the faults.

3.2. Numerical experiments

The numerical experiments were realised using a

finite-element code named Franc2D (Wawrzynek and

Ingraffea, 1987). The jog models were formed by

non-cohesive cracks, and were geometrically identi-

cal with those used in the analogue experiments. The

plates containing the cracks had characteristics sim-

ilar to those of PMMA (elastic behaviour, Young

modulus E = 3 GPa and Poisson modulus m = 0.4),
and were tested under biaxial compressive load,

using a plane strain condition. The boundary con-

ditions of the numerical models are shown by Fig. 4.

The main applied strain was the vertical strain ey,
which was fixed to 0.001H, H being the height of

the models. The horizontal applied strain ex was

calibrated in such a way that the ratio between the

Fig. 8. Isoclinics (a), stress orientations (b) and r1L trajectories (c) corresponding to an external isotropic point close to a defect tip. The numbers

on the isoclinics indicate the angle of polarizers with the vertical direction, and consequently, the orientation of one principal stress within the

sample.
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equivalent vertical (r1) and horizontal (r3) applied

stress was equal to 0.7. These strains were compa-

rable to the strains applied in the analogue experi-

ments. Fig. 5 shows the FEM mesh in the case of the

dilational jog (the densest mesh is centred on the

cracks).

Fig. 9. (a) Photograph of isoclinics 30j around an oblique isolated defect during a photoelastic experiment where r3/r1 is 0. (b) Corresponding

r1L trajectories. (c) Photograph of isoclinics 30j around the same oblique isolated fault during a photoelastic experiment where r3/r1 is 0.7. (d)

Corresponding r1L trajectories. In a, b, c and d only the central visible part of the sample is presented (the upper and lower limits are not those of

the plates), and black points on the figures are isotropic points.
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4. Results

Given the geometry of the experimental device, the

upper and lower parts of the plates could not be

observed. That is why the stress trajectories presented

above are not always perpendicular to the vertical

limits of the figures, which are not those of the plates.

We first present results concerning the effect of

increasing biaxial compressive load on stress trajec-

tories around an isolated open defect. Fig. 6a to e are

photographs of isoclinics 0j around the defect for

r3/r1 equal to 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8, respectively. It

was observed that the corresponding isoclinics were

increasingly close to the defect walls with increasing

biaxial compressive load. The same effect was

observed for other orientations of the polarizers.

Fig. 7a to e show r1L (r1L= r1 local) trajectories

on one side of the defect, the other side being

symmetrical with respect to the centre of the defect.

A significant change in stress trajectory geometry

was observed between the experiments with r3/r1
ratio evolving from 0.2 to 0.4. For low r3/r1 values

(Fig. 7a and b), at the contact with the defect, the

stress trajectories were perpendicular and parallel to

the walls on each side of an isotropic point located

along the defect. When r3/r1 was 0.4 (Fig. 7c), an

isotropic point remained along the defect, but a new

external isotropic point appeared away from the

defect towards its tip, resulting in a complete reor-

ganization of stress trajectories at the tip of the

defect. These stress trajectories tended to loop along

the defect segment facing the external isotropic point

and between the defect tip and the isotropic point

touching the defect. Fig. 8 gives the detailed geom-

etry of isoclinics and corresponding r1L trajectories

around an external isotropic point. At these points,

the isoclinics of all orientations intersect (Fig. 8a).

To ensure the coherency of trajectories away from

and around the isotropic point, the only way to trace

the trajectories is to make them diverge around it

except for one of them, as shown in Fig. 8c. This

kind of isotropic point is sometimes called a repul-

sive point (Vishay-micromesures, 1984).

As for the drastic change of stress trajectories when

r3/r1 increased from 0.2 to 0.4, this result is consis-

tent with Barquins and Petit (1992) who showed

analytically that the stress trajectory stemming from

the point of maximum tensile stress at the tip of

an open elliptical defect was completely modified

and tended to loop along the fault edge for 0.236 <

r3/r1 < 0.237, together with some preliminary photoe-

lastic trajectories drawn by Auzias (1995).

We also observed that when r3/r1 increased above

0.4 (Fig. 7d and e), the external isotropic point tended

Fig. 10. (a) r1L and r3L trajectories around the tip of an open defect

in a numerical experiment where r3/r1 is 0.7. (b) Interpreted r1L

trajectories.
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to move away from the fault tip, and towards the

edges of the models where the main load was applied,

the stress trajectory geometry remaining the same.

The drastic changes between the uniaxial and biaxial

situations are shown in Fig. 9 which presents photo-

graphs of isoclinics 30j around an open elliptical fault

Fig. 11. (a) Photograph of isoclinics 30j within and around a compressive jog during a photoelastic experiment where r3/r1 is 0. (b)

Corresponding r1L trajectories. (c) Photograph of isoclinics 30j within and around the same compressive jog during a photoelastic experiment

where r3/r1 is 0.7. (d) Corresponding r1L trajectories.
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and the corresponding r1L trajectories both for

r3/r1 = 0 (Fig. 9a and b) and for r3/r1 = 0.7 (Fig. 9c

and d). Other experiments have shown that the change

in stress trajectories distribution is still observed for

fault loading axis angle up to 60j. Fig. 10 presents

stress trajectories (r1 and r3) around the tip of a defect

submitted to biaxial load (r3/r1 = 0.7) derived from a

numerical experiment. It clearly illustrates the superi-

ority of the photoelastic method in terms of detailed

study of stress trajectories. In effect, the numerical

stress trajectories (Fig. 10a) were not clear: the iso-

tropic points (external and located on the defect) were

difficult to detect, and the fact that the r1 trajectories

stemming from the points of maximum tensile stress

at the tip of the defect tend to loop along the fault edge

was not obvious. After interpretation (Fig. 10b), these

characteristics were highlighted but as the numerical

method did not permit to precise the location of the

isotropic points, it would have been impossible to

observe the changes in stress trajectories which were

due to an increasing biaxial load ratio. The numerical

method can produce reliable stress trajectories far

from the defects, but close to them, imprecisions

and anomalies are frequent (see stress trajectories in

Bourne and Willemse, 2001).

In order to explore a more practical geological

situation than the oblique isolated defect, we studied

the stress trajectories around compressive and dila-

tional jogs under biaxial compressive load, with

r3/r1 = 0.7. In the following, the overlapping tips of

defects are the tips involved in the overlapping zone,

and the external tips of the defects are the other tips,

which are not involved in the overlapping zone.

Fig. 11 presents photographs of isoclinics 30j
around a compressive jog and the corresponding r1L

trajectories both for r3/r1 = 0 (Fig. 11a and b) and for

r3/r1 = 0.7 (Fig. 11c and d). The differences between

the two loading situations had similar characteristics

as in Fig. 9 (i.e. external isotropic points and looping

trajectories). However, a new interesting stress trajec-

tory geometry was observed. The overlapping tips of

the defects were shown to be zones of high conver-

gence of stress trajectories. Fig. 12 shows the details

of isoclinics (Fig. 12a), the deduced crosses corre-

sponding to two local principal stress orientations

(Fig. 12b), and the corresponding stress trajectories

(Fig. 12c) illustrating this stress trajectory geometry.

Finally, Fig. 11b and d shows that both in the uniaxial

and biaxial cases, the main principal stress trajectories

were either slightly oblique or perpendicular to the

defect walls in the overlapping zone; this agrees with

Auzias (1995).

Fig. 13 presents photographs of isoclinics 30j
around dilational jog and the corresponding r1L

Fig. 12. Isoclinics (a), stress orientations (b) and rHL trajectories (c)

corresponding to a characteristic biaxial geometry: convergence of

r1L trajectories towards the tip of a fault in a complex compressive

jog.
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Fig. 13. (a) Photograph of isoclinics 30j within and around a dilational jog during a photoelastic experiment where r3/r1 is 0. (b) Corresponding

r1L trajectories. (c) Photograph of isoclinics 30j within and around the same dilational jog during a photoelastic experiment where r3/r1 is 0.7.

(d) Corresponding r1L trajectories.
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trajectories both for r3/r1 = 0 (Fig. 13a and b) and for

r3/r1 = 0.7 (Fig. 13c and d). The stress trajectories

observed in this case were similar to those related to

the compressive jog: the overlapping tips of the

defects were shown to be zones of high convergence

of stress trajectories. In this case, the uniaxial and the

biaxial situations led to different trajectories in the jog

zone: under a uniaxial compressive load, stress tra-

jectories were perpendicular to the defect walls, and

under a biaxial compressive load, they were attracted

by the two defect tips. In all the experiments pre-

sented, external isotropic points near the tips of the

Fig. 14. Stress contours (MPa) derived from numerical experiments where r3/r1 is 0.7 (negative stress values correspond to compressive stress,

and positive stress values correspond to tensile stress): (a) r3L contours within and around a compressive jog; (b) r1L contours within and

around a compressive jog; (c) r3L contours within and around a dilational jog; (d) r1L contours within and around a dilational jog.
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defects were observed. In the case of jogs, in addition

to these external isotropic points, the convergence of

stress trajectories towards the tips of overlapping

defects was commonly observed.

Fig. 14 presents stress (r1 and r3) contours within
and around compressive and dilational jogs, derived

from numerical experiments. A first interesting obser-

vation in Fig. 14a and c is that, even under biaxial

compressive load, r3 was a tensile stress in the intra-

jog region for both compressive and dilational jogs, its

intensity and distribution being very similar in both

cases. The maximum r3 intensities (tensile stress)

were located at the limits of the overlapping zone,

close to the wall of a jog-defining fault, and facing the

Fig. 14 (continued ).
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tip of the other jog-defining fault. Other high r3

intensities (tensile stress) were found near the over-

lapping tips of the defects, but on the external side.

The minimum r3 intensities, corresponding to com-

pressive stress, were found near the tips of the faults,

and were 10 times stronger than the maximum tensile

stress intensities in absolute value (� 10 MPa vs. 1

MPa). Fig. 14b and d shows once again similar stress

contours for both compressive and dilational jogs, in

the case of r1 (all compressive stress). Here the

maximum r1 intensities (i.e. the most compressive

values of r1) were located near the tips of the defects,

and other high r1 intensities were found in the centre

of the intrajog region. Moreover, the minimum r1

Fig. 14 (continued ).
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intensities (i.e. the less compressive values of r1)

coincided with maximum r3 intensities (tensile stress)

at the limits of the intrajog region, even if areas of

minimum r1 were larger than areas of maximum r3.

We also performed some preliminary analogue

experiments on stress distributions around complex

fault patterns inspired from fault patterns in a reser-

voir. An interesting observation illustrated by Figs.

15–17 is the presence of numerous isotropic zones

(noted I). These zones were shown to be exclusively

located in the acute angle between branching defects

strongly oblique to the main loading axis, both for

uniaxial and biaxial compressive loads (Figs. 15a,b,

16a,b and 17a,b, respectively). These figures show

Fig. 14 (continued ).
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that biaxial compressive load seemed to have little

influence on the occurrence and distribution of such

isotropic zones.

5. Interpretation

We observed that the stress trajectories were dras-

tically modified by adding a lateral pressure up to 0.2

r1 in the experiments. These modifications can mainly

be interpreted as the consequence of the occurrence of

repulsive isotropic points away from the defects. The

occurrence of these points can be related to the fact

that when a lateral pressure is added, the minor local

principal stress r3L tends to increase, leading to an

increasing probability of getting r3L equal to r1L.

The similarity between the stress trajectory pat-

terns and stress distributions within compressive and

Fig. 15. (a) Photograph of isoclinics 0j around a complex fault pattern during a photoelastic experiment where r3/r1 is 0. Black zones between

the branching faults are isotropic zones (I on the figure). (b) Corresponding r1L trajectories.
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dilational jogs under biaxial compressive load con-

ditions has been shown; it is very different from the

uniaxial case shown in Figs. 11b and 13b. This

observation can be explained as follows. In the

uniaxial case, the shear displacement along the over-

lapping defects is important because they are well

oriented (30j) and because the displacement is not

limited by a lateral stress. The situations within the

jog zones are well known to be strong tensile stress

perpendicular to rHL trajectories (r1L and r3L in the

experiments can be compared to rHL and rhL in

geological contexts) in the dilational jog and strong

compression parallel to rHL trajectories in the com-

pressive jog. However, if a significant lateral pres-

sure is applied (0.7r1 in the experiments), it strongly

inhibits the shear displacement along the overlapping

faults. This results in the far less contrasted stress

situations observed in the overlapping zones, illus-

trated by Figs. 11d and 13d (stress trajectories), and

by Fig. 14 (stress contours): stress trajectories and

stress contours are very similar in both dilational and

compressive jogs under biaxial compressive load,

which was not the case under uniaxial compressive

load.

In complex geometries, the only slight influence

of biaxial compared with uniaxial compressive load

on isotropic zones distribution has to be interpreted.

These isotropic zones were only observed at the

acute angle between branching defects with high

obliquity to the major applied compression. In fact,

they are ‘‘protected’’ zones, i.e. zones where the

stress is not transmitted because the faults are open.

In such a situation, adding a lateral pressure would

not modify their distribution. This conclusion is

valid if the zones are surrounded by frictionless

defects, the difference between this situation (fric-

tionless defects) and the experimental situation

(open defects) being that the stress is nil in the

Fig. 16. (a) Photograph of isoclinics 0j around a complex fault pattern during a photoelastic experiment where r3/r1 is 0. Black zones between

the branching faults are isotropic zones (I on the figure). (b) Corresponding r1L trajectories.
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latter case, whereas it is isotropic in the former

case.

6. Discussion

We examine here some implications of our results

on fracture behaviour and hydrodynamics at depth in

high biaxial compressive load ratios. Firstly, joints,

which are markers of rH paleostress field trajectories

(Rawnsley et al., 1992, 1997; Auzias et al., 1997;

Engelder and Geiser, 1980), never exhibit the patterns

suggested by our trajectories, especially around faults.

A general explanation is that high horizontal compres-

sion ratios do not encourage the formation of joint sets.

However, the biaxial local compressive state could

favour the shear reactivation of pre-existing joints or

faults oriented at a suitable angle with respect to rHL.

Thus, fluid flow at depth in oil reservoirs could be

indirectly influenced by the stress contours and the

geometry of stress trajectories described above. Fol-

lowing the approach of Connolly and Cosgrove

(1999a), we may suppose that the fluid flow is con-

trolled by the distribution of areas of high and low

mean stress within the jogs, i.e. that fluid migration

may occur in response to mean stress gradients

induced by the tectonic loading (Oliver, 1986). This

may permit to discuss possible flows within our jog

models, even if actually, fluid migration should also be

controlled by complex factors such as the character-

istics of faults and fractures (orientation with the local

stress, presence of gouge or mineral filling, etc.), or the

existing hydraulic gradient and permeability aniso-

tropy due to layering (Sibson, 1996), which cannot

be considered in the present study.

The distribution differential stress within the jog

models is also very important, because high differ-

ential stress may enhance fracture reactivation, and

reactivated fractures are often very conductive (Sib-

son, 2000).

Fig. 18 presents in a simplified way the main

tendencies in terms of mean stress (Fig. 18a) and

Fig. 17. (a) Photograph of isoclinics 0j around the complex fault pattern presented in Fig. 12, but during a photoelastic experiment where r3/r1
is 0.7. Black zones between the branching faults are isotropic zones (I on the figure). (b) Corresponding r1L trajectories.
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differential stress (Fig. 18b) within and around the

compressive jog, derived from Fig. 14a and b. The

areas of high mean stress (Fig. 18a) are exclusively

located at the tips of the jog defining faults. No high

mean stress are found far from the intrajog region. The

areas of low mean stress exactly coincide with the

areas of maximum tensile stress (r3) and minimum

compressive stress (r1) shown in Fig. 14a and b.

These zones are located close to a jog-defining fault

and facing the overlapping tip of the other jog-defin-

ing fault at the limits of the intrajog region. Other

zones of low mean stress are found near the over-

lapping tips of the defects on the external edge of the

faults, and in the centre of the intrajog region. There-

fore, the mean stress gradients are steepest between

the tips of the faults (areas of high mean stress) and

the areas located along the wall of a fault, and facing

the overlapping tip of the other fault (black arrows).

Other high mean stress gradients exist between the

overlapping tips of faults and areas located near them,

but on the external edge of the faults. Second-order

mean stress gradients exist between the overlapping

tips of faults and the centre of the intrajog region

(dashed arrows), suggesting possible flow directions

within the compressive jog.

Fig. 18b shows that the area of high differential

stress is in the centre of the intrajog region, between

the overlapping tips of faults. Areas of low differential

stress coincide with areas of low mean stress at the

limits of the intrajog region, but low differential stress

areas are also found near the tips of the defects.

Consequently, the most favourable area in terms of

fracture reactivation in the compressive jog (present-

ing both high differential stress and low mean stress)

is the centre of the intrajog region. This area is

expected to be an area towards which fluids may

migrate (and where fluids may accumulate), and

fracture reactivation may help such migration.

Fig. 19 presents in a simplified way the main

tendencies in terms of mean stress (Fig. 19a) and

differential stress (Fig. 19b) within and around the

dilational jog, derived from Fig. 14c and d. Once

Fig. 18. (a) Simplified map of high and low mean stress areas within and around a compressive jog. (b) Simplified map of high and low

differential stress areas within and around a compressive jog.
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again, areas of high mean stress (Fig. 19a) are

exclusively located at the tips of the jog-defining

faults. The areas of low mean stress exactly coincide

with areas of maximum tensile stress (r3) and mini-

mum compressive stress (r1) shown in Fig. 14b and d.
These zones are located close to a jog-defining fault

and facing the overlapping tip of the other fault. The

centre of the intrajog region also proves to be a zone

of moderate mean stress. The mean stress gradients

are steepest between the zones of high mean stress

(tips of faults) and the areas located close to a jog-

defining fault and facing the overlapping tip of the

other jog-defining fault (black arrows). Second-order

mean stress gradients exist between the overlapping

tips of faults and the centre of the intrajog region

(dashed arrows), suggesting possible flow directions

within the dilational jog. Fig. 19b shows that the areas

of high differential stress are located at the limits of

the region delimited by the faults, and between the

overlapping tips of the defects, in the intrajog region.

Areas of low differential stress coincide with areas of

low mean stress, and are also found at the tips of the

jog-defining faults. As it was observed in the case of

the compressive jog, the centre of the intrajog region

is expected to be both an area towards which fluid

may migrate (and where fluid may accumulate), and a

favourable area in terms of fracture reactivation.

Concerning the isotropic zones shown in the photoe-

lastic models, i.e. zones where the differential stress is

nil, fracture behaviour is only controlled by normal

stress. The described isotropic points correspond to

the repulsive situation where trajectories tend to

diverge. That means that r1L must diminish towards

these points corresponding to a zone around the point

where the differential stress is diminished and there-

fore unfavourable to reactivation (see the classical

relationship between stress intensity and trajectories

convergence in Vishay-micromesures, 1984). This is

Fig. 19. (a) Simplified map of high and low mean stress areas within and around a dilational jog. (b) Simplified map of high and low differential

stress areas within and around a dilational jog.
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confirmed by numerical stress contours shown in Fig.

14b and d, which indicate that the intensity of r1L

diminish towards the isotropic points. The isotropic

points attached to the fault walls correspond to a

diverging situation, too, and thus to unfavourable

conditions for reactivation.

Finally, in biaxial compressive load conditions, one

can wonder if some mode I tensile rupture would be

possible at fault tip. Barquins et al. (1991) have

shown, using a mathematical model describing the

tensile stress distribution at the tip of an open elliptical

crack of various angles under various biaxial com-

pressive loads, that even for very high biaxial stress

ratios, tensile stress which may trigger mode I rupture

is still present at fault tip provided the angle of the

fault with respect to the main load is high. That would

mean that mode I rupture could occur as branched

fractures located at the tips of high angle faults under

high biaxial stress ratios.

7. Conclusion

The main results are as follows. Firstly, biaxial

compressive load drastically modified the stress tra-

jectories around fault models for ratios r3/r1 up to

0.2: stress trajectories became circular at the defect

tips, and mainly parallel to the defect away from it.

These modifications of stress trajectories with biaxial

compressive load were mainly controlled by the

appearance of external isotropic points located near

the tips, around where trajectories diverged. These

points tended to move away from the tips towards the

direction of the main load direction with increasing

biaxial compressive load. The described isotropic

points (touching the defects and away from them)

delimited zones strongly unfavourable to shear reac-

tivation.

Secondly, in the case of biaxial compressive load,

stress trajectories and contours within compressive

and dilational jogs proved to be relatively similar,

although the corresponding uniaxial situations are

very different. We suggest that such similar behaviours

of jogs with biaxial compressive load are due to the

fact that lateral pressure inhibits the shear displace-

ment along the overlapping faults, leading to far less

contrasted stress situations in jogs under biaxial com-

pressive load than under uniaxial compressive load.

Thirdly, under biaxial compressive load, for both

two jog types, the centre of the overlapping zone

proved to be an area towards which fluids may

migrate from the tips of the faults in response to mean

stress gradients, and a favourable area in terms of

fracture reactivation, which may help fluid transfer

and storage. Fluids may also migrate towards areas

located along a jog-defining fault and facing the

overlapping tip of the second jog-defining fault.

Fourthly, in the case of biaxial compressive load,

the analysis of stress trajectories around compressive

and dilational jogs and complex fault patterns showed

that the overlapping tips of the defects are zones of

high stress trajectory convergence.

Finally, some isotropic zones were described; they

were shown to be exclusively localised in the acute

angle between branching defects strongly oblique to

the main load axis. In these ‘‘protected’’ zones, which

are not strongly influenced by biaxial compressive

load, fracture behaviour is only controlled by normal

stress.
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